
Unit 1 17

Words from Mythology and History

cicerone \‹si-s0-›rç-nÎ\ A guide, especially one who takes tour-
ists to museums, monuments, or architectural sites and explains 
what is being seen.

On Crete they sought out a highly recommended cicerone, hop-• 
ing to receive the best possible introduction to the noteworthy 
historical sites.

The Roman statesman and orator Cicero was renowned for his 
elegant style and great knowledge (and occasional long-windedness). 
So 18th-century Italians seem to have given the name cicerone to the 
guides who would show well-educated foreigners around the great 
cultural sites of the ancient Roman empire—guides who sought to 
be as eloquent and informed as Cicero in explaining the world in 
which he lived.

hector \›hek-t0r\ To bully or harass by bluster or personal 
 pressure.

He would swagger around the apartment entrance with his friends • 
and hector the terrified inhabitants going in and out.

In Homer’s great Iliad, Hector was the leader of the Trojan forces, 
and the very model of nobility and honor. In the Greek war against 
Troy, he killed several great warriors before being slain by Achil-
les. His name began to take on its current meaning only after gangs 
of bullying young rowdies, many of them armed soldiers recently 
released from service following the end of the English Civil War, 
began terrorizing the residents of late-17th-century London. The 
gangs took such names as the Roysters, the Blades, the Bucks, and 
the Bloods, but the best-known of them was called the Hectors. The 
names Blades and Hectors may have seemed appropriate because, 
like Hector and Achilles, they often fought with swords.

hedonism \›hÎ-d0-‹ni-z0m\ An attitude or way of life based on 
the idea that pleasure or happiness should be the chief goal.

In her new spirit of hedonism, she went out for a massage, picked • 
up champagne and chocolate truffles, and made a date that evening 
with an old boyfriend.

Derived from the Greek word for “pleasure,” hedonism over the 
ages has provided the basis for several philosophies. The ancient 
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weight. Thus, young people gravitate toward a role model, moths 
gravitate to a flame, a conversation might gravitate toward politics, 
and everyone at a party often gravitates to the bar.

aggravate \›a-gr0-‹vąt\ (1) To make (an injury, problem, etc.) more 
serious or severe. (2) To annoy or bother.

She went back to the soccer team before the knee was completely • 
healed, which naturally aggravated the injury.

Since the grav- root means basically “weighty or serious,” the 
original meaning of aggravate was “to make more serious.” A 
bad relationship with your parents can be aggravated by marrying 
someone who nobody likes, for example, or a touchy trade relation-
ship between two countries can be aggravated by their inability to 
agree on climate-change issues. Depression can be aggravated by 
insomnia—and insomnia can be aggravated by depression. But 
when most people use aggravate today, they employ its “annoy” 
sense, as in “What really aggravates my dad is having to listen to 
that TV all day long.”

LEV comes from the Latin adjective levis, meaning “light,” and the 
verb levare, meaning “to raise or lighten.” So a lever is a bar used to 
lift something, by means of leverage. And levitation is the magician’s 
trick in which a body seems to rise into the air by itself.

alleviate \0-›lÎ-vÎ-‹ąt\ To lighten, lessen, or relieve, especially 
physical or mental suffering.

Cold compresses alleviated the pain of the physical injury, but • 
only time could alleviate the effect of the insult.

Physical pain or emotional anguish, or a water shortage or traf-
fic congestion, can all be alleviated by providing the appropriate 
remedy. But some pain or anguish or shortage or congestion will 
remain: to alleviate is not to cure.

elevation \‹e-l0-›vą-sh0n\ (1) The height of a place. (2) The act 
or result of lifting or raising someone or something.

Her doctor is concerned about the elevation of her blood pressure • 
since her last visit.
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His wife finally left him, claiming he was a reprobate who would • 
disappear for weeks at a time, gambling and drinking away all 
his money.

The related verb of reprobate is reprove, which originally, as the 
opposite of approve, meant “to condemn.” Thus, a reprobate, as the 
word was used in Biblical translations, was someone condemned to 
hell. But for many years reprobate has been said in a tone of josh-
ing affection, usually to describe someone of doubtful morals but 
good humor. Shakespeare’s great character Falstaff—a lazy, lying, 
boastful, sponging drunkard—is the model of a reprobate, but still 
everyone’s favorite Shakespeare character.

Quizzes
 A. Indicate whether the following pairs of words have 

the same or different meanings:
 1. decriminalize / tolerate same   / different  
 2. probity / fraud same   / different  
 3. criminology / murder same   / different  
 4. incriminate / acquit same   / different  
 5. probate / trial same   / different  
 6. recrimination / faultfinding same   / different  
 7. reprobate / scoundrel same   / different  
 8. approbation / criticism same   / different  
 B. Match the definition on the left to the correct word 

on the right:
 1. utter honesty  a. approbation
 2. approval  b. reprobate
 3. rascal  c. recrimination
 4. legal process for wills  d. criminology
 5. study of illegal behavior  e. probity
 6. accuse  f. probate
 7. reduce penalty for  g. decriminalize
 8. counterattack  h. incriminate
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